
  PRESS RELEASE 

Successful closure of the 1st FXstreet.com International Traders 
Conference (ITC) 

The first Forex Conference organized by FXstreet.com welcomed a total of about  50 
people in Barcelona between Oct. 25th and 27th 2007. According to attendees and 
speakers, the event was a great trading and human experience.

FXstreet.com,  the  leading  independent  portal  dedicated  to  the  Foreign  Exchange  (Forex) 
market,  took up the challenge of  holding its  first  conference in Barcelona.  Speakers were 
international recognized experts of the Forex Market: 

● Rob Booker  (Currency Analyst at  Piptopia) coached the audience with his tips about 
how to create a trading plan and trading for a living

● Nicole  Elliott (Senior  Technical  Analyst  at  Mizuho  Corporate  Bank)  explained  the 
practical application of Japanese Ichimoku Kinko Hyo Method

● Andrew Hart (Currency Analyst at Commerzbank) presented the  Directional Movement 
Index (DMI) indicator

● Tony  Juste (FX  Advisor  at  Fxstreet.com)  discussed  another  money  management 
technique to think of

● Wayne McDonell (Analyst at FXBootcamp) commented his Strategic and Tacticle Trade 
Planning and how to scalp, spot, swing and carry trade 

● Ron Schelling (Owner/Trader at  2Hedge) introduced Arbitrage, a little-known trading 
action

● Joseph Trevisani (Chief Market Analyst at  FX Solutions) commented  the Direction of 
the USD in the Medium and Long-Term 

During  three  intensive  days,  experts  shared  their  tips,  experiences  and  insights  in  a  very 
interactive  context.  The  schedule  was  divided  in  different  types  of  sessions:  Key  Note 
Speech, Working Session (practical part), Live Trading and Round table.

The event's  conclusions are:

 Learning experience: all attendees went back home with a lot of solid information. 
Beginners and advanced traders all learnt something which will improve their trading.

 Human experience:  the  relative  small  size  of  the event  created  a  very  direct  and 
interactive contact among attendees and among attendees and experts. The ITC has 
been underlined by all as an unforgettable human experience.

 International audience: the ITC welcomed traders from around the world (UK, Spain, 
USA, Portugal, Dubai, Greece, Cyprus...). This also generated a very interesting group of 
people from very different cultures and prospects.

 Live Trading: Attendees generally appreciated FXstreet.com's  innovative idea of live 
trading  sessions.  During  two  afternoons,  experts  led  groups  of  8/10  traders.  They 
coached them about how analysing markets and why taking a trade (or not) etc. This 
was  a  very  original  idea  and,  even  if  the  model  surely  needs  to  be  improved, 
FXstreet.com is definitely keen to repeat it in the future.

In view of the positive results of the first ITC, FXstreet.com staff has decided to organize  at 
least  another  event  in  2008.  The  place  and model  still  need  to  be  decided.  An  image 
coverage of  the  event  can  be  seen  on  FXstreet.com  CEO's  blog: 
http://weblog.fxstreet.com/itc_2007/index.html. Some videos will soon be available on the ITC 
website: www.traders-conference.com.
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